
Digital Paper Good news
Many studies have shown
that when people read on-
screen, they don’t
understand what they’ve
read as well as when they
read in print.

Much of what we read on-
screen tends to be text
messages and social-media
posts. They’re usually easy
to understand. “Fast
skimming” can become a
habit associated with
reading on-screen.

concentrate when
something interrupts you
every few minutes (pings
and rings from texts or
emails, pop-up
advertisements, TikTok
updates, etc.).

We tend to make mental
maps when we learn
something. Being able to
“place” a fact somewhere
on a mental map of the
page helps us remember it.

Most studies showed
people understand

read it in print.

When passages are short,
students understand just as
much of what they read on-
screen as do when reading
in print. But once the
passages are longer than
500 words, they learn more
from print.

Like most things, what you
get from reading on-screen
depends on what you put
into it.

All experts agree on one
thing: There’s no going
back. Digital reading is here
to stay. So, it pays to make
the most of it!
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How would your reading change for 
these two situations?

Name three (3) during instruction (Text Type), goals for reading 
these texts (Establish a Goal) in your classroom,  Make a Plan .

History of Canada 
Research

Texting with a friend 
to meet up

Preparing Digital 
Reading Mindset

Having an active, intentional
method to use and practice
every time one reads can
increase comprehension.

Mindset: anticipating what
you are about to read,
including expectations and
engagement level

Influences not only how you
read a text but also the level
of comprehension.
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Vocabulary as Background Knowledge

Digital SAT Words in Context Questions:
Four answer choices with unique meanings (mostly single-word); choose best word to fill in the blank.
Consider individual definition and connotation of each answer choice; substitute into text
Use “grasp” strategy

O Which provides the best and most consistent meaning in context?
O Which best reflects the main idea? And author’s point?
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